
A Time Line of Magickal History 

 

Unknown - Atlantis - A period of time with perfect balance between Dark and Light and Science and 

Magick 

 

Unknown - Fall of Atlantis - (Great Flood?) - the dark coming into Man and an unbalance happening - A 

great battle between Good and Evil - the creation of the Mundane World. 

 

2500 BCE - Cats - Represents balance - works with the force of Magick 

 

2565 BCE - The pyramids in Egypt - the use of Magick and Science is again tried to pull the world back 

into perfect balance. 

 

1800BCE - Stonehenge - Again the use of Magick and Science to pull the world back. 

 

563 BCE - Buddha 

 

27BCE - 192 CE - Pax Romana - A time in which the Roman Empire tried to realign the balance between 

Dark and Light.  Many failures within the period. 

 

1CE - Jesus - Tried to regain the balance in the Middle East.  Much of his teaching lost or disregarded as it 

was distorted by Paul and others and became a force to fight balance and invades Europe. 

 

500 CE - 1650 CE - The Dark Ages - A period in which the Catholic Church tried to suppress both Magick 

and Science.  A period that was anti - balance. 

 

1095CE - 1204CE - The crusades - The Church trying to regain control of the Middle East. 

 

1231CE - 1834CE - Inquisition - The church tries to suppress both Science and Magick. A period in which 

many battles between Light and Dark were fought. 

 

1350CE - 1650CE Renaissance - The Side of Science fighting back against the Church. 

 

1558 CE - 1603CE Rule of Elizabeth I of England.  Came into power a third rate nation and ended as the 

greatest nation on Earth.  Advisor - Dr. John Dee, one of the Greatest Known Wizards.  Magick was being 

brought back into the fight. 

 

1603CE start of the Rule of James I of the United Kingdoms.  Worked very hard to fight Magick. 

 

1933 CE start of the rule of Hitler. During his rule Magick was used to British Witches to prevent him from 

invading Great Britain. 

 

1950CE - Witchcraft comes back into the open - Magick starts getting ready for the coming storms 

 

1980CE - Science and Magick start teaming up again.              

 

2001CE 911 - the vail between world is torn.  The Dark is getting ready. 

   

2104 CE 10/31 - The beginning - we must be prepared 

 

 


